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Reor,a.nisation Prcv i s i ons of the Chondl er Bill

It is my privilege to discuss \'litbyou this af t-e r-noon cs orse of the

salient provisions of the Chandler Bill affecting corporate reorganizations.

Chapter X of the bill is a complete rewrite of Section 778 of the B~nkruptcy

Act. This bill, as you doubtless know, was passed by the House at the last

session of Congress and was pending before the Senate at the time of a.djourn-

mente It is expa~ted that it will receive further considera~ion at the next

session.

Section 77B was an emergency piece of legislation designed to meet an

emergency condition. It was enacted during a period of economic depr~ssion

which generated a wave of defaults on c or-por-a t e obligations previously un-

equalled in our financial history. It created a procedural machinery which

enabled distressed corporations to reorganize with the consent of less than

100 percent of their security holders ~n~ without resort to the cumbersome,

time consumin~ and expensive legal processes theretofore available. And

broadly speaking, 778 has fulfilled its imrr.ediatepurposes. Its superiority

to the olj devices is apparent and well known. It is ~ifficult to imagine

the chaos which would have resulted if the thousands of corporations which

in the last three years have sought refuge under .?7B h~d been forced to

resort to equity receivership and the ritual of the foreclosure sale. There

is little doubt that the ~eneral frauework of Section 77B and its fundamental

principles have found a permanent place in our bcnkruptcy legislation.

It was expected, however, that experience with Section 778 and study of

its operation and effects would disclose the need of revision. In making

this statement I do not intend any reflection upon the draftsmen of 778. As

I have stated, they were meeting an err.ert,encysituation, and in large measure
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they were ploughing new ground. Under the Ci~cu~stari~es, it "was almost

inevitable that a eritical and pra~matic survey of their work would bring

to li~ht weaknesses in the law and suggest points at which it would be

improved.

The reor~anization system crea~ed by Section 778 has been included in

the studies of congressional committees, in the studies of the Commercial

Law and Bankruptcy Committee of the American Bar Association, and in the

studies of the National Bankruptcy Conference. Committees of various other

bar associations have given close attention to the operation of the legis-

lation and have reported their recommendations to the federal JUdges and

others. The Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant to a Congressional

mandate has been studying the problems Qf corporate reorganization for al-

most three years, including those raised by Section 778. In the course of

its study, the Commission has made both a statistical examinntion of 778

cases and a case history investigation of a number of proceedin€s, and has

conferred with judges, lawyers, bankers and representatives of industry.

As might be expected in view of the complexity and national significance of

the problems involved, these various studies have not produced identical

conclusions as to the content and scope of the desired revisions to the

existing legislation. In the opinion of the National Bankruptcy Conference,

The Securities and Exchange Commission and others~ the need has been shown

of far-reachin~ reVision of the existin~ statute a revision more compre-

hensive than could be produced by tinkering with a ~entence here, a para_

graph there. It is believed that the situation calls for revision such as

that embodied in Chapter X of the Chandler Bill.

-
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The production of the Chandler 8111 was in reality a joint product of

the efforts of these various agencies. It illustrates how profitable it is

for responsible government, bent on reform and progressive measures, to join

hands with responsible groups from business and the profe~sions to fashion

legislation which will both meet the eXigenbies of practical situations and

the higl1 requirements of the public interest. The effort which shaped this

constructive measure is exemplary of joint ventures which profitably could

be made on other fronts.

Time will not permit me to make more than a brief r-ef'e r-ence to the

nuae r-ous improvements in the form and arran gement of 778 ~/hich are contained

in the proposed legislat19n , as.l wish to discuss certain substantiVe pro-

visions in detail. An attorney glanci~g at the new bill will be impressed

with its structual improvement. The lon€. involved paragraphs of 778 have

been broken down into a number of small sections each one dealing with a

single subject. l'his lends clarity to the bill, and also increases the ease

of citation. No longer will a 773 citation have t he appe arance -- to use the

words of Congressman Chandler -- of a "quadratic equation". Also of signi.-

ficance are the improved definitions. the more log-leal arrangement of related

concepts, the removal of ambiguities and inconsistencies, and the general

clarification of tile Languag e, These and other changes of similar nature

will appeal to every lawyer who has struggled to gra~p the meaning of the

present Act.

As I have indicated, the principal purpose of 77S was to revamp and im-

prove the judicial procedure for effecting corpor~te reorganizations. It has

failed, however, to correct many ot'the shortoomings of the reorganization

methods then ~mployed. Fundamentally ther~ was the failure fully to give

recognition to the fact that reorganization is not solely:a legal problem,

but a business and administrative problem calling for greater supervisory
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power and more express a~d specific mandates to the courts. Before the pass-

age of 77B, courts were. prone to regard a r-eor ganf zat Lon as a lawsuit or liti_

gated matter.' Issues of fact and law were from time to t.ime presented to the

court; the court would hear argument and make its decision. These legal is-

sues were numerous but restricted. The courts did not extend their powers

beyond them. Under 77B there was something of a shift in emphasis. 1he

court was ~iven broader and more express powers. 3ut the improvement though

clear was slight. The court was still largely the judge and arbiter of is-

sues, carefully selected and nicely framed so as to present a justiciable

matter. Vital aspects of the reor~anization process contin~ed to remain out-

side the jurisdiction of the court. Thus 77B made no effort to deal with the

question of the personnel of the reorganizers. In other worGs, 778 left un-

affected the control of the reorganization processes traditionally vested in

the debtor, its banking allies, and the committees conventionally formed by

them.

One aspect of this control, generally recognized as a serious defect un-

der the old equity receivership practice, was the appointment of receivers

affiliated with or friendly to this inside group. As a result, the likeli-

hood was remote that the receivers would make any real effort to discover

and to realize upon assets of the estate in the form of claims against the

former Management and their affiliated interests. Nor would any examination

be made which would be adequate to bring to light all essential facts upon

which security holders could determine intelligently what action should be

taken upon a proposed plan of reorganization or whether the existing manage-

ment should be continued in control of the company. Furthermore, under the

receivership practice, no disinterested agency of the court was provided to

articulate the investors' point of View and to render administrative assist-

ance and aGvice to the court concerning all phases of the reorganization

process.
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77B ~id not cure these deficiencies. It was still possible to secure

the appointment of a friendly trustee. Furtl,ermore, the court in its dis- .

cretion was empowered to continue the debtor -- that is, the eXistrng manage-

~ent -- in possession. In other words, not only did 77B permit a continuation

of the abuses which mignt arise from the appointment of a friendly'trustee,

but 1t gave its sanction to a procedure that obviously would increase the

potentialities of such abuses. Data collected by the Securities and Exchange

Commission show that in well over half of the 778 proceedings instituted in

1996 the .debtor was continued in possession and that where a trustee was ap-

pointed he was in maI1¥cases an executive officer of the debtor.

These praotices have precluded fulfillment 01 an important function to

be performed in the course of reorganization -- that is, a searching appraisal

of the past conduct and 'operations of thu debtor. ProoL is not necessary of

the extreme unlikelihood that a friendly trustee will make such an examina-

tion. Likewise, the necessary facts will not be brought to light if the

debtor is continued in posseaa.Icn, It t axes human credulity to expect that

the management will investiGate itself, that it will demonstrate its own ac-

countability to the estat~, that it will reveal its past history if that,his-

tory would show that it was incompetent to continue in office

.Among the significant prOVisions of the Chandler Bill are those which

remedy the deficiencies in 778 which per~it this situa~ion to exist. These
are the provisions of the bill respecting the appointment of an independent

trustee and specifying his duties and responsibilities. The bill requires

that where the liabilit_ies of the bankrupt company exceed $250.000 that

is. in all cases of any appreciable size -_ an independent_t~ustee be ~p-

pointed. These provisions forM the foundation on which many of the other

• 
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substantive reforms of the proposed legislation are built. In fact, they

constitute the basic fundamental change from existing procedure. They af-

ford assurance that many of the important functions of reorganization which

are now performed outside the proceedings will be brought within the judicial

process. They afford means whereby the court assisted by its agent, the

trustee, may maintain a close supervision and control over all the essential

phases of reorganization.

One of the duties of the independent trustee under the bill is to in-

vestigate the acts and conduct of the debtor -- sUbject at all times, how-

ever, to the control of the jUdge. He must report to the judge any facts

ascertained by him pertaining to fraud, misconduct, mismanagement and ir-

regularities and to any causes of action available to the estate. He has

the power, with the approval of the judge, to institute suit on any causes

of action he 4iscovers.

It should be noted that these provisions in no way increase the powers

now possessed by trustees under 77B. They simply vitalize the powers which

eqUity receivers as well as trustees in bankruptcy traditionally have had.

ThUS, under the Chandler Bill renewed emphasis is given these powers by pro-

visions that insure that they will be exercised for the benefit of creditors

and stockholders. That is to say, there will be an investigation and report

as a routine matter in every case. By the further reqUirement that the

trustee shall be disinterested, assurance is given that his investigation and

findings will not be influenced or colored by his own self interest.

The same considerations calling for the appoi~tment of, an inde-

pendent trustee require that the trustee's counsel be disinterested.

The importance of the role played by the lawyer in corporate reorgani-

zatlons requires no elaboration. Obviously the requirement that the

~
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trustee must be disin~erested is rendered nugatory unless his counsel also

is required to meet this stand~rd. This requireMent assumes greater im-

portance when it is realized that the increased duties and responsioilities

placed upon the trustee by the Chandler Bill incr€ase the duties and .

responsibilities of his counsel as well. ?

The requirements of the Chandler Bill for an inuependent trustee

are not based on any assumption that managements as a rule are either in-

competent or dishonest. We have witnessed honest failures as well as dis-

honest failures. We have seen sound and conservative enterprises, honestly

and faithfUlly managed, which could not withstan1 the impact of a severe

economic depression. In such a case the management has nothing to fear from

the proposed legislation. The trustee is e~pressly authorized by the

Chandler Bill to retain their services at a fair salary to be fixed by the

judge. The enterprise will continue to have the benefit of their experience

and their intimate knowledge concerning its affairs. Their advice and

assistance shOUld prove invaluable to the trustee in the performance of his

functions. And to such a mana~ement the appointment of an independent

trustee charged with the du~ies I have described should prove an incalculable

beneflt. For, in every case of corporate failure, the suspicions of its

security holders are aroused. With or without justification, their natural

disappointment provoked by the losses sustained is translated into a feeling

of resentment toward those .in control at the time of the failure. Where

~he debtor is continued in possession and no scrutiny is made of its conduct,

the suspicion and resentment of security holders continues unallayed. If the

affairs of the company have been conducted competently and honestly, if the

concern has failed for reasons beyond the management's control, the manage-

ment should welCQme a .public avowal of these facts following an investigation
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by an impartial, disinterested agency -- the trustee -- acting as an arm

of the court. Such a quasi-judicial finding should go far to restore in-

vestors' confidence in the integrity of the management. MoreoTer it

should serve as a persuasive recommendation for ~he retention of the same

m~nagelnent when the plan of reorganization has been consummated and the com-

pany is discharged from the jurisdiction of the court.

From another viewpoint these provisions should have a salutary effect.

Managements generally will be brought to realize that they must so conduct

themselves during times of prosperity that their record will bear scrutiny

should the corporation ever be forced to reorJanize under the Bankruptcy

Act. This will promote a healthful restraining influence on those in con-

trol of corporate enterprises.

I take it that. there is little disagreement with one of the principal

purposes sought to be achieved by the appointment' of a disinterested trustee,

namely, to implement the powers of the court so that it may exercise a more

pervasive control over the proceedings; I also take it that no objection

will be made to its further purposes that is, to prevent reorganization

processes from being utilized to conceal assets in the form of claims

against those who should account to the estate, and to prevent the continu-

ation in office of an unfit managerial group both during and following the

reorganization period. 'There is, however, disagreement with the techniques

to be employed to accomplish these objectives.

Thus, it has been stated that in lieu of the mandatory appointment of an

indepenaent trustee, utilization should be made of the procedural machinery

already available. In this connection it has been pointed out that an exami-

nation under 21a of the Bankruptcy Act would serve the purpose of an investi-

gation by the trus~ee. Such examinations, of course, hav~.been made from time

to time and have produced salutary effects. But generally they prove inadequate.

-
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Th~y a~e likely to be made sporadically and harhazardly. By and lar~e it

is only in the more notorious cases, where the conduct of the debtor has

rece~ved wide publicity, that such examinations are sougtt. In other cases,

where the ~onduct of the management has been more discreet -- where its

acts have not been pUblici~ed -- but where, 'nevertheless, proper inquiry

would reveal a duty to account to the estate, 21a proceedings are resorted

to bu~ infrequently. The debtor in possession obviously will not reveal

the necessary facts. Dependence, likewise, cannot be placed upon protect-

ive committees organized by the company's bankers. The underwriters and

the management, by virtue 01 financial and business relationships, are likely

to have identical interests in opposing a thorough investigation of the. .

debtor's affairs. The underwriter is often represented on the management;

through such relationship or otherwise, he too, not uncommonly, is under a

duty to account to the estate. He or his protective committee cannot be

expected to conduct ~n inquiry which will reveal the existence and extent

of this accountability. Furthermore, dependence cannot be placed upon the

disorganized creditors. Their traditional apathy and in~rtia are too well

known to Justify an expectation that they will act with the promptness and

vigor which the situation requires. Only in the rare case that bona fide

groups of creditors are organized and take the initiative, especially at

an early st~~e in the proceedings when suoh an examination serves its

m9st ~seful purpose. Consequently, under existing law, reliance.must be

placed, if at ?ll, upon the "striker", who roves the reorganization fields

seeking opport~ities to ~mploy his peCUliar talents. He experiences no

diffic~lty in persuadln~ some creditor or small group of creditors to file. .
an application for a 21a examination. He seeks either an "under the table

settlement" or an opportunity to share in the estate by way of an allowance

~ 

-
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for services. I do ~ot wish to imply that occasional 21a examinations so

instigated have not been effective in disclosing the incompetency or inef-

ficiency of the management and its accountability to the estate. But it is

unfortunate that the ends of justice must be served by such entrepreneurial

activity. The Chandler Bill places this important function where it properly

belongs -- upon a disinterested person, who is appointed by the judge, enjoys

the prestige which attaches to his position and acts as an instrumentality

of the court for the benefit of the entire estate.

Then again, the position has been taken that the question of the appoint-

ment of a trustee should be left to the discretion of the court that is to

say, that in this respect 77B should remain unchanged. The argument is de-

veloped that if the management has been capable and faithful to its trust

it will be continued in possession: otherwise a trustee will be appointed.

This proposition, I believe, overlooks realities. Under this system it is

inevitable that debtors' who are disqualified from continuing in charge of

the corporation's assets and ~ts business will be continued in possession.

The reasons for this are apparent. If the question is made one of discretion,

the debtor's prestige will be involved. A certain stigma will attach to the

appointment of a trustee. For this reason alone the debtor will exert every

effort to defeat the appointment. Persuasive reasons of business expediency

will be advanced. The benefits of continuity of management will be stressed.

The probity of the m~lagement and its qualifications to act as a debtor in

possession will be emphasized. The interests of the company's investment

bankers are so frequently aligned with those of the debtor that in all like-

lihood they will support this position. The best legal talent aTailabl~ will

be retained by these inside groups. Against this array of arguments who will

-
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portray the necessity for the appointment of a trustee? It is unlikely that

bona fide groups of creditors or stockholders will be represented at this

point in the proceedings. Perhaps an attorney for a small security holder

will raise his voice. But even if opposition to the continuation of the

debtor in possession should appear, ordinarily it will lack the necessary

evidence concerning the conduct and operation of the debtor on which the

court must make its decision. The facts are in the possession of the debtor;

-- only it has access to them. It requires exactly the kind of inv~stigation

which the independent trustee is directed to make by the Chandler Bill to

discover the facts on which the court can gecide whether or not the debtor

should be continued in possession. The present 77B machinery is so geared

that this inquiry may never be made.

These remarks are not intended as a reflection upon the courts. A judge

must ~ecide such questions upon the record before him. I merely desire to

show that in the run of cases that record will contain a justification for

the continuance of the debtor in possession. That the record does not accu-

rately reflect the true situation is attributable not to the courts, but to

shortcomings in the existing .legislation.

Xhese observations may not apply to prominent corporations where the

conduct of the management has been notorious, or where security holders ap-

pear and, equipped, with facts pertaining to the past management of the com-

pany, urge the appointment of a trustee. Even then the management and the

company's underwriters may accept a trustee only after a court battle so

bitter that the ill-feeling provoked ~ay prove a disruptive force throughout

the duration of the proceedings. And there is always the possibility that

leave to appeal may be granted, involving expense and uncertainty. Inevi-

tably the final consummation of the reorganization will be aelayed as the

parties in interest mark time pending the appellate court's decision.
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These effects assume more serious proportions when it is realized.that

this controversy occurs almost at the commencement of the proceedings, at

a time when the energies of the parties in interest should be directed to
. .marshalling assets, determining important questions of business policy and

generally laying the foundation for a sound and constructive plan of re-

organization. This disruptive controversy will be avoided if the appointment

of a trustee is made a matter of course. By the same token the stigma which

now attaches to the management as a result of the appointment will no longer
exist.

Such emphasis as I have placed upon the duty of the trustee under the

Chandler Bill to scrutinize the conduct of the management should n9t obscure

other duties of paramount significance whicl,the bill requires him to dis-

charge. These relate principally to the preparation and proposal of a plan

of reorganization. In fact, I believe that it is in this connection that the

trustee will perform perhaps his most important function. Under the bill it

is the trustee's duty to prepare a plan and submit it to the court; ~s an
aid to the trustee in the performance of this important function, any stock-

holder or creditor may submit a plan or suggestion for the plan to the trustee.

The trustee is directed to give an appropriate notice to this effect to the

security holders. Upon the filing of a plan by the ~rustee, a hearing is held

upon this plan. At this hearing alternative plans may be proposed by the

debtor or any creditor or stockholder. SUbsequent ~o this hearing the.judge

enters an order approving a plan, whereupon the trustee transmits it to

creditors and stockbolders. As a necessary preliminary to the preparation of

a plan by the trustee or by others, it is the duty of the trustee to assemble

the essential data upon which the plan will b~ based. He 1s specifically

directed to make an investlg~tion of the ~roperty, liabilities and financial
, ,
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condition of the debtor, the operation of its business and generally all

matters relevant to the formulation of a plan. He is further dire~ted to

submit his findings to the jUdge and to security holders. In substance,

the independent trustee serves as the vehicle for bringing into the reorgan-

ization process judicial and administrative supervision, scrutiny and control

over the formulation and negotiation of plans of reorganization.

The advantages to be derived from the foregoinc provisions are clear.

In the first place, these basic and important functions will no longer be

the sole province of a small coterie of directors and bankers and their

chosen protective committees. In the second place, the presence of this

officer of the court will give increased assurance that the facts essential

to the preparation of plans of reorganization will be ascertained, at the

same time avoiding needless and costly duplic~tioll of effort and expense in

the performance of this necessary undertaking. And finally, with the inde-

pendent trustee as the "clearing bouse" for proposals of plans by creditors

and stockholders, there will result (or greater opportunity will be provided

for) a larger measure of pBrticipa~ion in these activities by bona jJde

investors.

The desirability of these obJectives has been demonstrated in

the reports of the Securities and Exchange Commission to the Congress.

It is essential that the monopoly which the inside groups presently

possess over the formulation and negotiation of the plan of reorganization

be broken. The history of reorganization demonstrates that their objec-

tives are oiten incompatible with the interests of the security holders,

the real owners of the company. The Commission's reports are replete

with instances where such conflicts of interest existed and where as

a consequence the security holders suf'f'e r-ed immediate or potential

injury. In contrast, control of the reorganization process should be
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lodged with bona fide security holders and their direct r-epresentat.Lves s It

is their investmen~ which is at stake in any reorganization., But under the

eXisting system they are generally powerles~ to act. Such independent action

as may appear is in large measu~e limjted to "strikers" who seek to cap i-

talize upon th~ir nuisance value. or ,to outside Broups who neither own nor

represent bona fide in~erests and are prtmarily motivated by the desire to

obtain control of the new or reorgani,zed company.

The provisions of Section 77S h~ve tended further to solidify the con-

trol possessed by the inside group. Und~r the existing Act no restrictions

are placed upon the power of the debtor to prepare and submit a plan. In

contrast onerous restrictions are placed upon investors. They mu~t obtain

the approval of a substantial percentage of creditors or stockholders merely

to propose a pl~n. They are further handicapped by the difficulty in obtain-

ing comprehensive and accurate data concerning the company's operations, past

performances and future prospects. A debtor contin~ed in possession, of

course. has this information readily available. It is difficult to under-

stand why a debtor should receive these special privileges. Rather it would

seem more £itting and just to award them to ~he real owners of the corporation.

The Chandler Bill forsakes this conventional proced~e. The trustee is

made the focal point of reorganization, and the whole system functions around

him. Full opportunity, however, is prOVided for investor participation in

the determination of the future'allocation of the 'company's assets. earhings

and cbntrol. Furthermore, the trustee'S investigation and report will provide

the investors with the data necessary for them to participate intelli~ently

in the proceedings. The trustee, of course, will be in a peoUli~ly advan-

tageous position to render an intelligent report on these m~tters. He wl11

-
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be the operating head of the company and of necessity he must become thorough_

ly conversant with its affairs. Furthermore he will have free access to all

its books and records. At the same time, recognition is given in the bill to

the fact that, left to their own devices, investors might not take the initi-

ative, or if active investor interest from many divergent groups should ap_

pear, progress toward a reorganization might dissolve in a chaos of talk.

Here the trustee will perform one of his most important functions. He will

furnish the initiative and the drive toward the con3ummation of a reorganiza_

t Lon, By cLo thIng the judge wi.th ..he power to fix a "time ,..ithin which the

trustee must file a plan, the bill gives assurance that the trustee wfll dis-

charge this duty.

It is the trustee's further function to reconcile the diver~ent views

expressed in the plans submitted ~y investors, to weed out the proposals that

are unfair or impractical and to evolve a plan which is both feasible and

~quitable,. In all this he, in a sense, is performing t Le functions of a re-

organization manager; but he does it within, not outside the proceedings, as

an agency of the court.

The Chandler Bill proposes a further significant change in the existing

procedure for the acceptance and consummation of a plan. Under 77B a plan

may be negotLat.ed entirely outside the processes of the court and submitted

to security holders for acceptance. There is no requirement' in the statute

that at this stage of the proceedings it r-ec eIve either the ser'utLny or ap-

proval of the court. The plan probablY represents the product of a protracted

period of bargaiUing among the debtor, the company's underwriters, their pro-

tective committees and such other representatives of security holders as may

have obtained sufficient standing or representation to demand the right to

be heard in the negotiations. A further protracted period may elapse before

the requisite statutory assents to the plan have been obtained.
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Frequently it is not until this late da~e that the reorganizers lay

the plan before the court for its scrutln~ and request its seal of approval.

At this point in the proceedin~s, great pressure is brought on the court to

accept the plan presented to it. There is then a.natural reluctance on the

part of the court to withhold approval of the plan or to insist upon its

drastic alteration. To do so might mean that the time, effort and money of

the reorganizers have been spent to no avail and inevitably the consumroatioh

of the reor~anization would be delayed. Persuasive as these considerations

may be, and it is certain that they will be pressed upon the court, there

is the even yet more impressive argument that the plan has met with the

approval of creditors and stoGkholders. 778 and equity reor~anlzation

practictioners are familiar with this ar~ument and with its persuasiveness

with the courts. It serves to divert attention from the merits of the plan

to its ostensible backing and to induce a natural reluctance to run.counter

to the apparent wishes of a large percentage of investors. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that despite their occasional disclaimers to the con-

trary, there is a tendency on the part of the courts to regard the amount

of approvals as strong evidenee of fairness. Thus, in one case the court

noted that the preponderance of assents to a plan was "highly significant

of its fairness.. While exceptions may occur while courts at a late stage

in the proceedin~s may order substantial change~ in plans which have met

with the seeming approval of an overwhelming majority of creditors and stock-

holders, the normal effect of the present practice is approval of such a

plan without substantial chan~es. Thus it is ~hat .perhaps the court's most

important function, the scrutiny of a plan to determine its feasibility and

its fairness, often becomes but little more than a formality.

-
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It is pertinent to examine for a moment the significance that should

be attributed to the fact that the plan has been accepted by a large per-

centage of security holders. The history of reorganization indicates that

this backing of tbe plan is often illusory. It frequently does not repre_

sent the' considered, informed jud~ement of those affected by the plan. In

the first place, there is no machinery under ??B which issures that complete

informative data concerning the situation will be submitted to security

holders. -Instead, the extent and character of this information is largely

left to the determination of the reorganizers. In the second place, even a

casual acquaintance ~ith solicitation techniques discloses that unfair and

oppressive- methods are frequently employed.

Chapter X of the Chandler Bill seeks to remedy these conditions. This
it accomplishes in two ways. First, both the court anj the security holders

are furnished detailed information concerning the property, business and

financial condition of the debtor through the medium of the trustee's reports.

Second, the bill prohibits the solicitation of any assents to a plan until

after. the court ?as entered an order approving it as fair and eqUitable and

feasible. In other words, before the assents of security holders are

solicited the court must give careful consideration to the plan and deter_

mine Whether or not it is in the interests of investors. Under these pro-

visions it will have a real opportunity to consider the plan prepared by the

trustee and such other plans as may be filed directly with it by security

holders or the debtor. No longer will the court be asked to approve a plan

which has already been approved by creditors and stockholders. No longer will

the court be subject to the natural disinclination to reject a plan late in

the proceedings.
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.It should be"observed that this provision constitutes,'no~ra;dical'~

departure from the procedure £ollowe~in many 778 cases. Some of ~he .

courts have recogntzed the practical wiadom ot accordtng at' leaat pre-

l~minar,Y consideration to a plan of r~organization prior t~ the solicita-

tion o£ assents. They accordingly bave scrutinized plan~ in,order to de~

termine, whether they should be'submitted to security hoLder-s , Bu~ even

where such scrutiny is had, judicial opinion is divided as to its proper

scope and effect. These uncertainties and inconsistencies wil~ disappear

it the proposed le~islation becomes law.

The provi8~on8 o~ the Chandler Bill respecting the management of the

reorganized company are of paramount importan~~ to investors. These re- '.
quire, first, that the manner of the selection of the management as speci-

tied in the plan shall'be in the interests of inyestors and consistent

with public policy, and second, that the judge in confirming the plan must

be satisfied that the appointment of 'the particular management to otfice

or their continuation in oft ice is likewise in the' interests of inves-tors

and consistent "11th pUblic policy. Under existing practice, courts gener~,

ally deem the selection 'of directors and officers ,or voting trustees to be

beyond the~r jurisdiction and accordingly leave the selection to the con-

ventions of the parties. 77E is silent on this point.. In recognition of

tne principle which has been stated so often as to become, commonplace,
that 'quality and integrity of management are as important 1.6investors as

the allocation of the company's assets and earnings amon~ the various

classes of security holders, this defect in 776 is remedied by.bringing

the -selection of management within the jurisdiction and under the super-

vision of the court.

Further important provisions of the Chandler Bill a~e those relating

to the participation of the Securities and Exchange Commission in the

-
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proceedings. In brief, the Commission is given the power to file an

appearance in any proceeding under Chapter X and thereby become a party

in interest to the same extent as if a formal petition for its interven-

tion had been granted. In any case the court may refer plans of reorgani-

zation to the Commission for its examination and reFort. In the cases of

major importance, that is, where the scheduled liabilities exc.re d $3,000,000

and where presumably there is a substantial investor interest, the court

is required to submit to the Commission any plan which it deems worthy of

consideration. The Commission's report, ~r a summary thereof, is required

to be transmitted to security holders when their assents to the plan are

solicited. By specific ~rovision of the bill the report of the Commission
.'

is made advisory only. Thus assurance is given that the primary respon-

sibili ty of the court for the fairness and feasibi Ii ty of plans remains

unaffected and that there will be no sharing of jurisdiction with an ad-

ministrative agency. The Commission's function in effect is to act as an

administrative arm of the court.

It is a source of considerable satisfaction to the Commission that

these provisions have met with practically unanimous approbation. Partic-

ularly gratifying have been the statements of a number of federal judges

welcoming this participation by the Commission and stating that it will

fulfill a long-felt need.

It is believed that the Commission will be able to furnish the

courts with expert advice and assistance in the solution of the complex

problems inherent in these large reorganizations. Its facilities, as

a qualified administrative agency, will be made available to the courts

as an aid in the analysis of the fairness, equity and soundness of plans.

This is rendered desirable by reason of the burden on the.courts in these

cases and of the complicated financial and business nature of the matters

-
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involved. The reports sent to investors should provide further assurance

that in corporate reorganization proceedings under the Chandler Bill

acceptances under the plan will be.made on the basis of comprehensive and

accurate information. It is pertinent to observe that the Commission now

is charged with the duty of preparing.~eports on reorganization plans
of registered holding companies or their subsidiaries under section 11(g)

of the Public Utility Holding Company Act.

The provisions of the Chandler Bill concerning trading in securities

by those occupying a fiduciary pos~tion in the reorganization deserve

brief comment. The bill provides that the jUdge shall deny c~mpensation

for services to any person acting in a representative or fiduciary

capacity if he has purchased, acquired or transferred any claims or shar-es

of stock after the commencement of the proceeding. This salutary measure

should go far to discourage protective committeemen and other'fiduciaries .

from buying or selling the debtor's securities on the basis of their inside

information concerning its condition and prospects. This amendment cannot be

regarded as novel or extreme; it merely codifies the enlightened jUdicial

viewpoint expressed in a few 778 cases where the issue has been presented.

Time will not permit me to discuss many other salutary changes

embodied in Chapter X. I can but mention a few of them by passing refer-

ence. There are the provisions intended to divert the small unimportant "

cases where there is no real investor interest to the proceedings under

the bill adaptable to this type of case -- tha~ is, Chapter XI, dealing

with arrangements. Then there is the elimination of the provision which

permits the petition to be filed with the court whose territorial juris-

piction includes the state of incorporation. In restricting the venue of

the proceedings to the court where the principal place of business or

principal assets of the corporation are located, Chap;er X insures that the
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proceedings will be conducted at a place which probably will be more conven-

ient to creditors and stockholders. Furth~rmore it is deemed unwise to al-

low too large latitude as to the place of filing the petition, as inevitably

the tendency is t~ choose the jurisdiction deemed most favorable from the

viewpoint of the reorganizers. Also of significance are the provisions per_

mitting any stockholder or creditor to be heard on all matters arising in the

proceeding. They are now limited to the question of the permanent appointment

of the trustee and the proposed confirmation of a plan, unless formal inter-

vent ion is granted. No persuas ive reasons appear why the real owners of the

enterprise should be restricted in t h i s manner. Of like importance are the

steps taken to enlarge the functions of the indenture trustees and enable

them to take active roles in proce~dings. Under 3ection 77D as it now stands,

there is considerable doubt as to whether an indenture trustee has a right

to be heard, even on the que s t Lons of tAe appointment of a permanent trustee

or the confirmation of a plan. Intervention has been denied on indenture

trustee to contest the jurisdiction of the co~rt and to defeat the petition.

It even has been doubve d whether the indenture trustee has the right to file

a "global" proof of claim on behalf of bondholders who fail to file LndIvLduaI

proofs, ~t least where the power to do so could not be spelled ou~ fro~ the

trust indenture itself. As a result, the indenture trustee has had a very

limited opportunity to take a really effective part in proceedings under that

section. rmese defects the Chandler Bill cQrrects. The indenture trustee

is expressly authorized to file a petition, or an answer controverting a

petition filed by others, and to file proofs of claim for all securities under

the indent-ure. In addition the indenture trustee is entitled to be heard

on all matters arising in the case. These provisions give the indenture

trustee a status in the- proceedings w:.ich is now uncertain under 77B. they

clothe it with clear authority to a~t for the protection of holders of se-

curities issued under its indenture.

- _ 

" 
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It is in the mariner that I have described, and in many other ways,
that Chapter X of the Chandler Bill seeks to modernize and "improve the

existing reorganization processes and to correct the defects and short-

comings of 778. Its principal purposes are to vitalize the role o£ the

court by implementing its present powers, by furnishing it, wherever

desirable, with specific standards for its guidance, and "by seeking to

bring within the judicial proces~es those important phases of reorganiza-

tion now beyond the court's jurisdiction. Its ultimate objectives are to

promote sound and economical administration oi' corporate enterprises while

under tbe aegis of the court and to furnish assu~a~ce that reorganizations

will be conducted solely in the interests of investors.


